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Writing was in James Ross’s genes. He was the eldest sibling of
a respected regional literary dynasty dubbed the “Writing Rosses”
in the 1950s. James, Fred, Eleanor, and Jean Ross collectively produced essays, criticism, poetry, short stories, and novels from the
1930s to the present. James Ross was also personally acquainted
with the writers Flannery O’Connor, Robert Lowell, Caroline Gordon, Allen Tate, Peter Taylor (who married Ross’s sister Eleanor),
and Donald Justice (who married Ross’s sister Jean).1 Though
James Ross had several literary champions over the years, many
of them highly placed, sales for his sole book were miniscule. Indeed, the book sold poorly both in 1940 when Houghton Mifflin
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Anthony Hatcher, an Associate Professor of
Communications at Elon University, grew up in Duplin
County, NC. A significantly briefer version of this essay,
“My Search for James Ross, One-Hit Wonder,” was
previously published in the Oxford American 11 Sept.
2012: web.

Author’s Note: Much of the biographical material
in this essay comes from the author’s personal
interview with Marion (Marnie) Ross, widow of
James Ross (Greensboro, NC, 8 June 2010), and
from the unpublished (typescript) memoir of
Jean Ross Justice, sister of James Ross.
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For information on Eleanor Ross Taylor and the
other “Writing Rosses,” see Georgann Eubanks,
Literary Trails of the North Carolina Piedmont:
A Guidebook (Chapel Hill: U of North Carolina
P, 2010) 173–85; subsequent references to
this source will be cited parenthetically.

